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From: John Jacob Schmidt johnjacob@radiofreeredoubt.com

Mark your calendars for Friday through Sunday, September 9th - 11th.

As most of you know, AmRRON Corps is accelerating it’s training and organization with the November elections as the target date to reach several of our goals.

OPERATION PREMONITION is a scenario-based grid-down communications and command & control exercise, with emphasis on interoperability between leadership and organizations.

So far we will have SIGCENs (Signals Centers for communications) in central Washington, Arizona, Ohio, and Virginia, with multiple operators across the country in twelve states sending Situation Reports (SITREPS) and intelligence from across the country.

We will be operating the National SIGCEN in eastern Washington, within a 50 mile radius of Spokane.

The federal government is planning for this and AmRRON has indirectly participated in some of the training, and we have been briefed or directly observed much more. The patriot community MUST give serious consideration to this capability or we will not have coordination or command & control.

Those of you in the Spokane area...
You are invited to visit the SIGCEN during the operation, which will be ran similarly to last year’s Operation Premonition in Yakima, WA.

This will give you a first-hand experience with and demonstration of AmRRON’s capabilities and limitations. Real message traffic will be coming in and going out. We need you for this. We’re training to serve YOU, so please don’t let this opportunity go to waste.

I will be contacting some of you directly to coordinate.

As some of you know, we are capable of sending emails and phone texts via ham radio.

Please help me update my secure/encrypted contact list with your cell phone service provider (Verizon, Sprint, Boost Mobile, etc.), as that is necessary for us to properly rout text messaging to the correct server (so you will receive it).

God bless you all!
-JJS
OPERATION PREMONITION 2016
Statement of Purpose and Scenario Timeline

TO: AmRRON Corps
FR: JJS
SUBJ: Operation Premonition 2016 Statement of Purpose and Scenario Timeline

DISTRIBUTION: AmRRON Corps, vetted patriot community leaders, vetted patriot-related organizations (including tactical), and vetted militias. Not for public release and not for distribution over web-based or social media.

Vetted, defined: A person or group who you have been able to assess and who have demonstrated a history of sound judgment, reliability, and trustworthiness. These individuals and/or groups should also have demonstrated a keen understanding of (or can be taught) OPSEC and PERSEC, and who you are certain can maintain confidentiality related to sensitive matters. They must also understand the necessity of (and possess a desire to participate in) training operations which will enhance interoperability and coordination of efforts among the patriot community in a joint effort toward common goals: Establish security; preserve life, liberty, and property; share information and intelligence; commit to preserving fundamental American values and ideals; and endeavor to restore or preserve the principles found in the United States Constitution.

NOTE: The deadline has passed for pre-coordinated operations planning. You are free to monitor the AmRRON frequencies and offer to help relay traffic if it is needed. We will be producing a full debrief and AAR (After Action Review) after the exercise.

SIGCEN DETs (Signals Center Deployment Detachments) and Initiating Stations will be receiving final instructions and/or preloaded message traffic over the next 48 hours.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE:

Operation Premonition is an interoperability and simulated leadership support exercise.

Leadership Support: In this exercise scenario, patriotic leadership elements (elected officials, clergy, grassroots leaders, community leaders, etc.) have requested AmRRON communications support. In other cases, participating AmRRON Corps operators are simulating that they have approached previously-identified patriotic leadership and introduced themselves, offering their services to those leaders in their communities and regions.

Candidly, this exercise is intended to practice providing communications support to patriotic leadership who may not be included in the flow of information and messaging traffic flowing through official support organizations such as ARES, RACES, MARS, etc.
Interoperability: This will be an opportunity to practice facilitating communications and intelligence sharing between vetted patriot organization, militias, mutual assistance groups, and patriot disaster response organizations. Many (most) of these groups are limited in their communications capabilities and are normally restricted to tactical level comms within their organizations. AmRRON may assist them with operational and strategic level communications so they can coordinate with each other.

In this exercise there will be multiple SIGCENs across the country, referred to as ‘Regional SIGCENs’. There will also be one fully staffed ‘National SIGCEN’ located in the American Redoubt.

SITREPS and other traffic will be passed between the SIGCENs, including EXSUMS (Executive Summaries) which will be distributed from the National SIGCEN to the Regional SIGCENS. The Regional SIGCENS should then be distributing that ‘master SITREP’ (EXSUM) to the AmRRON network within their regions.

This is an AmRRON Corps disaster communications exercise. The training objectives are:

- Mobilization and activation of a communications network.
- Communications and message traffic and intelligence handling for AmRRON Operators.
- Demonstrate the capabilities and limitations of unconventional communications support.
- Develop interoperability between similar conservative, patriot organizations and groups.
- Provide a scenario-based role play environment for leadership to develop operational planning protocols, practice command & control, and coordination with other leader elements and subordinate organizations.
- Enhance interoperability between organizations.
- Reveal the shortcomings in the patriot community with regard to the ability to effectively communicate and coordinate, gather and share intelligence, and plan and conduct disaster response activities.
- Identify and implement solutions to the shortcomings after the exercise is completed.
OPERATION PREMONITION 2016
Statement of Purpose and Scenario Timeline

OPERATION PREMONITION – Scenario –

DAY 1 – Wednesday (last week), the day following the Presidential Election
Immediately following a very narrow presidential election victory for Donald
Trump, riots break out in the larger cities. In the initial response by law
enforcement to enforce curfews and restore order, multiple police officers are
shot at the scenes, and randomly ambushed in places far from the rioting.

Day 3 (48 hours) Friday:
The governors of multiple states declare a state of emergency and activate the
National Guard.

Day 5 (96 hours) Sunday:
At least seven National Guardsmen responding to riots in large cities are shot, resulting in three
fatalities, to critically injured, and two with non-life-threatening injuries.

President Obama makes a public statement calling for calm, and that other solutions besides violence
must be pursued. He went on to say the elections did not reflect the true sentiments of the people, as
evidenced by the public outrage. He calls for a recount of the votes, and declares Hillary Clinton the
obvious choice of the people.

Violence increases with additional police, National Guardsmen, and other first responders being
attacked or held at bay by growing crowds. Larger cities uncontrollable, including Portland and Seattle.

(Actual Date 05 Sept. 2016)
Day 6 Pre-scenario (Monday, one week following the elections)
Latino leaders publicly denounce the failed state of America and declare that it is time to return the
southwest United States to its rightful owners. Protests intensify in large and medium sized cities in the
southwest. Firefights and running gun battles break out between black and Latino gangs in southern
California.

President Obama calls for a national state of emergency and a curfew to be implemented at the
discretion of state governors.

==========================================================================
Day 7 (Tuesday) **YOU ARE HERE**

[September 6th Training Exercise Date]

HOURLY: Blackouts and Intermittent brownouts and increased disruptions in conventional communications across the country. East Cascades & American Redoubt least affected, but still encountering some disruptions.

At least five National Guardsmen shot, resulting in two fatalities. National Guardsmen who returned fire kill a Latino gang leader and four other unknown citizens. The most prominent Latino gangs in southern California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas announce an alliance among themselves and declare war on the police and National Guard.

Government officials evacuate greater Puget Sound area. Whereabouts unknown. Rumored to have been taken into JBLM. Similar actions reported in Oregon and California and other states.

Action paralysis is evident among most local and county governments. Many sheriffs vow to protect their citizens, but have limited manpower. Sheriffs asking for volunteers to form posses. Handful of sheriffs across the country are asking local militias and state guard for assistance, but very localized response.

ISIS claims responsibility for the power outages, and declares a campaign to bring America to its knees. News reports indicate physical attacks on internet fiber optic lines in multiple locations across the country.

Government services and personnel seem overwhelmed. Non-essential personnel are sent home in federal, state, and local agencies and government offices.

Additional information will be distributed AmRRON Corps-wide via email until the beginning of the exercise (Friday, September 9th).